Symphony review: DSSO’s ‘Genesis’ opener provides
musical big bang
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By Lawrance Bernabo, for the News Tribune on Sep 13, 2015 at 5:58 p.m.
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he 2015-16 “Gods & Myths” season of the Duluth Superior Symphony Orchestra began at the very
beginning, with a program titled “Genesis” at DECC Symphony Hall on Saturday night. Building

on last season’s strong finish, Dirk Meyer and company hit the ground running.
First, it must be said that whether it is because of Friday’s anniversary, the acoustics of the hall or the
number of members of the DSSO chorus in attendance, Saturday night’s symphony audience did an
exceptional job of singing the national anthem.
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Miguel del Aguila’s “Caribeña” provided a spicy appetizer at the start of the evening. This
contemporary work starts off with Latin percussions — establishing rhythm as a key common
denominator between the works on the program — with the brass section in Big Band mode.
Things got a little muddle in the middle in terms of being able to follow the musical progression as del
Aguila builds the piece, but by the time the horns take off their mutes everything came together in a
spirited, escalating crescendo.
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Then the stage was set for guest pianist Alexander Korsantia and Sergei Prokofiev’s Piano Concerto
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No. 3 in C major. Korsantia returned to Duluth, having performed a program of Beethoven piano pieces
and his signature showcase, Mussorgsky’s “Pictures at an Exhibition,” at a 2014 Matinee Musicale
concert.
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The opening clarinet established the initial theme, turned lush and gorgeous by the full orchestra,
before the strings start humming and Korsantia started pounding away at the piano. Literally. During
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the first movement his right hand was flying off the keyboard at the end of the glissandos. There was a
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nice build to the restated theme by the orchestra, and Korsantia responded with notes that had an
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aching quality to them. He built on that in the next part of the opening movement, with dazzling runs
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up and down the keyboard. Then Korsantia provided thunder, hammering home a giant chord, before
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going with another display of lighting over the keys. The movement ended with a big bang that had the
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audience gasping.
Prokofiev’s predilection for dissonance in the Second Movement’s second theme, certainly plays to
Korsantia’s strong suit. I thought his touch was a bit too light in the ethereal fourth variation, but
delightfully playful in the fifth.
In the Third Movement we again have the orchestra developing lush themes, as beautiful as you will
find in a piano concerto, before the pianist rips them to shreds. Korsantia really delivered the big
finish. I have heard more than one soloist be overwhelmed by the orchestra in the concerto’s end
game, but that certainly did not happen here.
Meyer provided a mini-musical appreciation lesson to set up Robert Schumann’s Symphony No. 4 in D
minor, explaining its place as a signature piece in the history of the symphony and allowing the
conductor to talk about his hometown of Düsseldorf, Germany.
The DSSO previously has played both Schumann’s revised version and the original version in days past,
but the program notes explained that this performance would be in Gustav Mahler’s orchestration.
About two minutes into the opening movement it was clear why Meyer picked that version.
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This provided the big, bold sound that Meyer prefers, with strong rhythmic sensibilities and a sharp
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clarity that was in many ways the antithesis to what we heard in the first half of the evening. The
orchestra seamlessly went from one movement to the next, as the composer intended.
The opening movement was the most dynamic, with the second featuring a nice little violin solo by
Erin Aldridge. I also liked the rhythmic onslaught of the scherzo in the third, while the entire horn
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section shone in the final movement, as Meyer again displayed his facility for bringing a sense of
vitality to the works his orchestra is performing.
This is something that will never grow old.
On Tuesday the DSSO debuts its chamber music series at the Depot with a program devoted to the
magic of strings. Then on Oct. 3, Frances Gumm, formerly of Grand Rapids, will be making her DSSO
debut in a performance of the comic operetta “The Wizard of Oz.”
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EHS Specialist
JOB TITLE: Environmental, Health and Safety Specialist
(EHS Specialist) LOCATI...
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR
The Development Association, Inc. - The
Superior/Douglas County Development Associati...
Harley-Davidson Service Consultant
Harley-Davidson Service Consultant St. Croix HarleyDavidson is looking to add to...
CREDIT ANALYST
Northview Bank, a family owned community bank since
1908, is seeking an experienced C...
DRIVER/WAREHOUSE
Viking Electric Supply, Inc has full time Driver/
Warehouse position available....
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Human Resources Employee Services Representat…
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List a job for as low as $99.95.
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$ BUYING WAR SOUVENIRS $ COLLECTOR 612-385-8947
11 A.M. Saturday, Sept. 19 HUGE FARM AUCTION
Belarus 825 w/loader, 4x4, 85hp, w/cab - very good
tractor. Farmall 806, cab, new rubber, new PTO
4 P.M. Wednesday, Sept. 16 ESTATE SALE Preview
3-6 p.m. Tuesday, Sept. 15 Payloader 160 loader
w/4-in-1 bucket, runs great Komatsu 18 LP forklift,
OAK LAKE CAMPGROUND & RV SALES. 855-2569683 www.oaklakerv.com
VIEW ALL TOP ADS »
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1982 CORVETTE red w/red leather int. all orig., 23K
orig. mi., mint cond., $22,899.

1987 Corvette $8,400 obo. Red 2-door hardtop
convertible, stored inside for the past
14 Toyota Corolla S, only 11k, exc condition, 36 mpg
$15,600 218-590-6905
2003 Honda Civic EX, 4 door, 130K, new timing belt
& water pump, dark blue, exc. con
218-727-2277 5294 Rice Lake Rd Late Summer
Specials! >'92 Olds Cutlass Supreme, fuss
'03 Dodge Ram, single cab shortbox, 72K+ miles,
$4200. 218-391-4783
2012 Subaru Forester, only 20K, auto, silver, AWD,
like new, 30 mpg. $13,000. 218-31
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HORNGREN MANAGEMENT 727-1000 1 BEDROOMS
1717 E 4th St $610+ »
HERITAGE APTS Spacious 1 & 2 bdrm apts. HUD
section 8 (subsidized). Must be 62 years »
MILLER HILL MANOR 1408 MAPLE GROVE RD 218727-4635 NEWLY REMODELED 1 BEDROOM - $925
»
3BR, secured quiet bldg, near busline, shopping,
Lakewalk, hospital. OSP, on-site lau »
apartmentsduluth.com 727-0941 Clean STUDIO & 1
BDRMS $535-$645+ elec. No pets. Refs »
View All Top Rentals »

